RIOTS IN SEATTLE END CAR SERVICE
No Attempt to Operate to Be Made Today.

SEVERAL PERSONS INJURED
Hundreds Officers Charge Mob. After Motorman Is Rendered Unconscious.

10 POLICEMEN ARRESTED
Strike, Labor and Public Leaders Meet With Federal Mediator White.

SEATTLE, July 21—Seattle, following a day of strikes, and confusion and fights on the part of the labor union company to operate the trolley, tonight began in the conference of officials and unionists and representatives of the strikers to work out a plan of mediation that will bring the dispute together.

Twenty-four men arrested in the presence today were held in jail on an open charge in default of $500 bail each. Five persons sustained minor injuries.

Motorists Handled Carefully.

When the first car left the line this afternoon it was not blockaded entirely, but it was blocked at one point by a barricade of sticks, etc., in front of the sheds. Buses came from all directions, and there were scenes of some excitement.

The car managed to move a few blocks north and then encountered another barricade on Second Avenue.

Motorists Stopped by Block.

The motorist was struck in the head with a block, and told to the line.

A. O. Ruhbo, the conductor, was struck three times by stones and bricks, but shot to his post.

One hundred police charged the线 with tear gas, starting a number of smoke bombs. Plate glass windows all along the line of the car were described.

The trolley was moved fairly fast and included a convener by May Hammer, who ordered the strikers to keep away from the line of conflict.

The Police Arrested.

Ten of the 16 policemen who were arrested today on warrants sworn to by the Mayor, charging disorder and insubordination to office, the complaint citing a statute passed by the Legislature in 1899, making the offense punishable by a fine of $500.

The committee is preparing their organization of a union.
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